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India and Pakistan have fought four wars in the past few decades, but when India faced an oxygen shortage in its hospitals during its recent COVID-19 surge, Pakistan offered to help.
Research identified tweets from Pakistan supportive of India during crisis
Left-wing parties have been in decline almost everywhere in the western world in the last decade. Although the ebbs and tide of the electoral fortunes of left-wing parties have often been at the ...
The Left Behind: Crisis and Challenges of the Left in Contemporary Democracies
Iran does not need to have boots on the ground in Lebanon to show how much influence it has. Its proxy, the heavily-armed Hezbollah, has gained enough military and political strength to emerge as a ...
Lebanese fear Iran's influence in efforts to resolve crisis
Increase in methamphetamine use in Western North Carolina affects the region's "misery index," even if the death rate is lower than that of opioids.
From CPP: Communities struggle with meth outside spotlight of opioid crisis
After an existential crisis, we realized we needed to think more deeply about our careers, say Örjan Bodin and Christopher M. Weible.
How a holistic research retreat can help our science
Chikis and Jonathan Goldberg 1 Beginning in late February 2020, market liquidity for corporate bonds dried up and corporate bond credit spreads soared amid broad financial market dislocations related ...
Dealer Inventory Constraints in the Corporate Bond Market during the COVID Crisis
Analyzing sewage wastes is helping cash strapped scientists understand the extent and state of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) in different slums in Nairobi, Kenya.
Analyzing sewage poop in Nairobi averted a polio crisis and is now providing answers for antibiotic resistance
America's return to the Paris Climate Accord in January 2021 was a milestone in the global push for climate action. But when Donald Trump announced his intention to withdraw from the Accord in 2017, ...
Climate crisis highlights urgency of diversifying Africa’s economies
In the last four decades, the prevailing economic wisdom has emphasized tax cuts and low government spending, allowing the free market to solve most economic problems.
Why More Government Spending On Science, Technology Research Could Be Ahead
The Green New Deal is the boldest and most likely the most effective way to combat the climate emergency. According to its advocates, the Green New Deal will save the planet while boosting economic ...
Degrowth Policies Cannot Avert Climate Crisis. We Need a Green New Deal.
Workplace injuries from extreme heat may be significantly undercounted than what initial incident reports have collected, and low-income workers are disproportionately impacted by potentially ...
Workplace injuries from extreme heat are ‘significantly’ undercounted, research finds
Antibiotic-resistant bacteria has been found in multiple samples of raw dog food, making the substance an overlooked driver of antibiotic resistance. View on euronews ...
Raw dog food poses major international public health risk, says new research
European aviation is under attack, our latest EUROCONTROL Think Paper reveals, showing how the industry is increasingly exposed to rising levels of risk, as cybercriminals look to exploit new ...
EUROCONTROL Think Paper #12 - Aviation under attack from a wave of cybercrime
Japan for the first time mentioned the importance of maintaining stability around Taiwan in its annual defense report released Tuesday as Taiwanese scholars said the move shows Tokyo is now taking a ...
Japan defense paper mentions importance of Taiwan peace for first time
Ministers are admitting the inadequacy of their earlier policies, even as they resist expert calls for retail and workplace shutdowns as the only means of curbing Sydney’s coronavirus outbreak.
Australian epidemiologists call for tougher restrictions as NSW government admits Sydney COVID-19 crisis is “out of control”
Researchers create robot that sorts soft plastic Technology could be a boon for recycling industry Engineering researchers are developing a unique method to increase the recycling of soft plastics by ...
AI-Powered Recycling Robot Could Help Solve Plastic Waste Crisis
Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett has had to weather a racial reckoning, a public health crisis and a record homicide rate.
Pandemic, protests, public safety crisis: A look at Mayor Joe Hogsett's second term so far
Seiko Holdings Corporation (TOKYO: 8050) released an annual Seiko Time White Paper in celebration of Time Day, a Japanese national day. The white paper, which has been published since 2017, is based ...
Seiko Releases Seiko Time White Paper 2021
After months of outlets declaring low birth rates a crisis, a new Forum paper published b, Inc. shares valuable insight ...
New NPG Forum Paper Seeks to Counter Popular Narrative on Plummeting Birthrates
Transparent Plastics Market study by “The Insight Partners” provides details about the market dynamics affecting the market, Market scope, Market segmentation and overlays shadow upon the leading ...
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